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Normal Voice in Children Between 6 and 12 Years
of Age: Database and Nonlinear Analysis
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Bruno Nazarian, and Jean-Michel Triglia
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Summary: This study was carried out using a transversal design. It aimed to
investigate possible changes of the normal voice in children before mutation,
to create a database for the parameters used in the study, and to examine the
use of fractal dimension and the largest Lyapunov exponent (LLE) in the as-
sessment of nonpathological phenomena. Two hundred twelve children were
enrolled: 111 females and 101 males; and 9 six-year-olds, 24 seven-year-olds,
18 eight-year-olds, 25 nine-year-olds, 27 ten-year-olds, 55 eleven-year-olds,
and 54 twelve-year-olds. Fundamental frequency (Fo) decreased with age
and was lower in boys than in girls. Jitter and shimmer did not significantly
differ with age or gender. Fractal dimension and LLE were significantly lower
in boys; LLE decreased with age. The present series confirmed the estab-
lished findings that Fo is lower in boys than in girls, even before mutation,
and decreases with age; two other classical voice analysis parameters, jitter
and shimmer, also showed the same behavior as described in the literature.
The study of nonlinear parameters (fractal dimension and LLE) showed
that laryngeal dynamics is more stable in boys than in girls, and that stability
is correlated with age.

Key Words: Voice—Children—Database—Fractal dimension—Largest
Lyapunov exponent.
INTRODUCTION

Many authors have studied childhood voice ab-
normality, but there have been fewer studies of
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the normal childhood voice, and the evolution of
the voice before larynx maturation has very rarely
been investigated. The present study sought first
to look for objective modifications in the normal
voice of children aged 6–12 years, with voice sam-
ples recorded on a digital audio tape (DAT), and to
implement a normal voice database. The classical
objective parameters Fo, shimmer, and jitter were
studied: Fo, because it has been shown to decrease
with age,1,2 and shimmer and jitter because objec-
tive voice analysis is usually based on the assess-
ment of the regularity of intensity and frequency.
Jitter is a statistical index that quantitatively as-
sesses irregularities and studies the evolution of
Fo. These parameters, however, simply characterize
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the vocal signal and do not shed light on the original
dynamics. We therefore employed two nonlinear
tools, fractal dimension and the largest Lyapunov
exponent (LLE), sometimes used in pathological
investigations, and examined their value in the
exploration of nonpathological physiological
phenomena.

A detailed introduction to nonlinear dynamics
and its applications in voice analysis would be be-
yond the scope of this article and can be found
elsewhere.3,4 Here we shall only briefly sketch
the basic concepts. The phase portrait technique,
widely used in nonlinear dynamics, can be applied
to voice signal analysis and consists in reconstruct-
ing the state of a dynamic dissipative system (eg,
voice signal) in an embedding space or phase
space. A great deal of information about the dy-
namics of the system can be obtained, because
each experimental variable depends on interactions
with the others. If the external parameters of the
system are held constant, an orbit describing an as-
ymptotic path will be observed in the phase space
after a period of transition. The geometric figure
thus formed is called an attractor. The attractor
formed by sinusoidal signals is called a limit-cycle.
A composite signal containing two independent
frequencies forms a torus. Chaotic and strange
attractors can be observed in cases of nonperiodic
behavior. Quantitative analysis of attractors has
been the focus of extensive research in theoretical
physics and particularly in the field known as ‘‘the-
ories of deterministic chaos.’’ The Lyapunov expo-
nent (LE) is a parameter that could find clinical
application: Berge et al demonstrated that the
LEs obtained from an ‘‘image’’ phase space for
a single variable (with varying delay coordinates)
correlated with the original phase space obtained
from the full set of variables.5 The general princi-
ple of LE calculation involves computing the diver-
gence between two initially nearby trajectories. In
a stable system, neighboring trajectories remain
similar, and LE is low: LE in a limit-cycle has
a value of 0. In a poorly stable system that is highly
sensitive to initial conditions, the two trajectories
are similar at first but rapidly diverge, and LE in-
creases. The LLE is a very useful parameter for
determining the instability of a signal-generating
system.4,6–8
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The notion of dimension is very hard to define
rigorously: it is not unequivocal and, importantly,
different definitions may lead to different numerical
results for a given set. When the results differ, the
set is said to be fractal. In the words of Benoit Man-
delbrot, the father of fractal geometry, ‘‘A fractal is
by definition a set for which the Hausdorff-Besico-
vitch dimension strictly exceeds the topological
dimension.’’ Laryngeal dynamics exhibits its phase
states in a multidimensional embedding phase
space. These states are included in a set of trajecto-
ries known as an attractor. The fractal dimension
of the attractor corresponds to the complexity (ie,
degrees of freedom) of the system.

The second aim of the present study was to es-
tablish a database of the normal voice in children
aged 6–12 years (with a nonmature larynx) and to
examine the value of two nonlinear tools (fractal
dimension and LLE) for studying possible slight
modifications such as premutation.

Lastly, it is now well known that many histolog-
ical changes occur in the larynx during growth,
from birth to puberty:9–12 any differences between
age-groups on acoustic analysis can thus be com-
pared with the histological data in the child larynx
literature.

SUBJECTS AND METHOD

Voice samples from 310 children aged 6–12
years, with no history of voice disorder and free
of upper respiratory infection or ENT pathology,
were studied. All parents provided written informed
consent before their child was included and, in the
case of girls, were asked to confirm that their daugh-
ter was strictly premenarchal and without breast
growth at the moment of the study. The children
were instructed to produce a sustained /a/ for several
seconds, with self-selected habitual pitch and loud-
ness. A single operator recorded all voices in a single
day, in a soundproof room in the children’s school.
Voice samples were recorded on a Sony digital
audio tape (DAT) (Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan)
using a Sennheiser microphone (Sennheiser Elec-
tronic Corporation, Old Lyme, CT) placed 30 cm
in front of and slightly above the mouth. Gain was
adjusted to optimize the dynamic performance of
the recording system. The signals were stored as
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a computer file, using the Cool Edit 96 software.
The sampling rate was 22,050 Hz, 16 bits. A 1-second
stable portion (ie, excluding onset and offset) was
selected for study. Recordings were first assessed by
a panel of three experienced listeners (one pediatric
otolaryngologist, and two pediatric speech therapists),
who were instructed to select normal voices: ie, free
of breathiness and roughness and (for boys) without
mutation. From the recordings of 310 children, 212
samples, unanimously considered normal, premuta-
tional, and with good recording quality, were thus
selected for study. The age/gender distribution was
as follows: 9 six-year-olds (5 females [F]/4 males
[M]), 24 seven-year-olds (12 F/12 M), 18 eight-
year-olds (11 F/7 M), 25 nine-year-olds (8 F/17 M),
27 ten-year-olds (13 F/14 M), 55 eleven-year-olds
(27 F/28 M), and 54 twelve-year-olds (33 F/21 M).

Acoustic analysis was performed on *.wav files
using the Diana software. Fundamental frequency
(Fo), shimmer, and jitter were calculated for each
sample. The fractal dimension was calculated using
the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm.13 After ob-
taining these data, the LLE was calculated by a
research code derived from the study of Wolf et
al14 and used in several previous reports.4,6–8 The
present study differed from the above in that delay
was calculated by first zero-crossing of the autocor-
relation, the sampling rate was 22,050 Hz, the anal-
ysis window was 22,050 points, and the embedding
space was 11. The reasons for those changes will be
explained in the discussion. LLE evolution was
correlated with the histological data found in the
literature.

Statistical analysis was performed using the Systat
software. Nonparametric statistical tests (Kruskal-
Wallis and Mann-Whitney) were performed to
compare indices obtained in age and gender groups.
Probability values below 0.05 were considered
significant.

RESULTS

Fundamental frequency decreased with age from
268.9 to 234.42 Hz in boys and from 260.92 to
239.43 Hz in girls (P 5 0.0012); Fo was also signif-
icantly lower in boys than in girls, as shown in
Table 1 (P 5 0.014). Jitter and shimmer did not sig-
nificantly vary with age (Table 2) or gender. Fractal
dimension and LLE were statistically lower in boys
than in girls (mean fractal dimension 5 3.501 in
girls vs 3.220 in boys [P 5 0.010] and mean
LLE 5 4910.97 in girls vs 4423.61 in boys
[P 5 0.018]) (Table 3). LLE decreased with age
from a mean of 6427.12 in 6-year-olds to 3605.84
in 12-year-olds (P 5 0.035) (Table 4 and Figure 1).

Correlation with histology11 found that LLE
decreased with increasing type I collagen fiber in
arytenoid cartilage and with increasing type III
collagen in thyroid cartilage (Figure 2A and B).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to assess the value
of nonlinear parameters in the exploration of a slight
physiological phenomenon (premutation, in this
case) in normal voices. We adapted the algorithm
used for exploring pathological voices in our labo-
ratory. To determine the embedding space, we first
calculated the fractal dimension from the signal,
and not only from the Fo as some authors suggest.15

Of the various methods proposed for calculating the

TABLE 1. Mean Fo in Males and Females According
to Age-Group

Age-Group Males Females

6-year-old 268.9 Hz 260.92 Hz
7-year-old 252.7 Hz 255.98 Hz
8-year-old 259.42 Hz 282.83 Hz
9-year-old 233.04 Hz 264.28 Hz
10-year-old 255.23 Hz 251.73 Hz
11-year-old 228.7 Hz 244.84 Hz
12-year-old 234.42 Hz 239.43 Hz

Notes: The difference is statistically significant (P 5 0.014).

TABLE 2. Mean Jitter and Shimmer According
to Age-Group

Age-Group Jitter Shimmer

6-year-old 0.008 0.423
7-year-old 0.013 0.519
8-year-old 0.013 0.43
9-year-old 0.029 0.559
10-year-old 0.013 0.526
11-year-old 0.017 0.456
12-year-old 0.021 0.471

Notes: No statistically significant difference is noted
(P O 0.05).
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fractal dimension, the Grassberger-Procaccia algo-
rithm13 was chosen for its reliability.5 There is
also discussion as to the best means of determining
the embedding dimension. Many authors use Tak-
en’s theorem, which states that the embedding
dimension m (with m $ 2dþ 1, where d 5 fractal
dimension of the attractor) guarantees a sufficient
mapping. Actually, it is well known that, in an
experimental series, increasing the dimension
helps avoid the risk of including false neighbors.
However, it has been shown by Townshend (in
Aparicio-Acosta16) that, for adult voices, an em-
bedding space between 3 and 5 is enough. No arti-
cle in the literature provides such data in children;
we therefore determined the embedding space value
for LLE calculation according to Taken’s theorem,
making the embedding dimension equal to 2dþ 1
(with d 5 the integer immediately above the high-
est calculated fractal dimension). The highest frac-
tal dimension was 4.1, so the embedding dimension
used for computing the LLE was 11.

TABLE 3. Mean Fractal Dimension* According
to Age and Gender

Age-Group Females Males

6-year-old 3.967 3.907
7-year-old 3.304 2.664
8-year-old 3.491 3.006
9-year-old 3.466 3.192
10-year-old 3.412 3.138
11-year-old 3.525 3.313
12-year-old 3.342 3.317

*Its value decrease is lower in boys than in girls (P 5 0.010).

TABLE 4. Mean LLE According to Age and Gender

Age-Group Females Males

6-year-old 6056.25 6798
7-year-old 6420.83 3890.5
8-year-old 4701.87 5362.75
9-year-old 4654.33 4632.59
10-year-old 4482.85 3282.42
11-year-old 4863.88 2984.16
12-year-old 3196.81 4014.88

LLE decreases with age (P 5 0.035) and is lower in boys than
in girls (P 5 0.018).
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There are several ways to estimate delay, two of
which are often used: first zero-crossing of autocor-
relation, and mutual information. The first zero-
crossing of the autocorrelation function is a measure
of the delay at which data become decorrelated. For
a random process, the autocorrelation fluctuates
randomly around zero, but for a periodic process,
the autocorrelation is also periodic. Mutual infor-
mation is computed in terms of Shannon entropy
and can be viewed as a nonlinear generalization

FIGURE 1. Graph showing the evolution of LLE (in bit/
second) with age and gender.

FIGURE 2. A. Compared evolution of arytenoid cartilage
collagen fibers and LLE with age (nondimensional scale).
B. Compared evolution of thyroid cartilage collagen fibers
and LLE with age (nondimensional scale).
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of the autocorrelation function. In the case of voice,
the signal is pseudoperiodic, which is the main rea-
son why, like many other authors, we adopted this
means of estimating the delay; other methods (1/
e, or mean least square) are more difficult to apply
and not much more reliable in the case of a pseudo-
periodic signal.

We decided to perform analysis on a sustained \a\
because speech varies a lot from one language to
another, hampering comparison with other studies,
and because other large series have also used sus-
tained vowels.2,12,13 Boys and girls under 12 years
of age were selected to study the nonmature larynx,
and data were screened by yearly age-group. The
criteria for prepubescence were, for girls, that their
parents affirmed that their daughter was premenar-
chal and without breast growth (two of the main
criteria of puberty) and, for boys, that their voice
was not discerned to be mutating by the listeners
(five cases of exclusion). After this selection, the
age range was nearly the same as that of Glaze et
al17 (5 years to 11 years 2 months for Glaze et al,
and 6–12 years for us), but could not be objectively
compared with most of the other databases or studies
published, which include children from 12 to 14
years18 or girls over 12 years.19 Another point is the
occurrence of breathiness and roughness, especially
around 10 years of age, as shown by Sederholm
et al:20,21 in their study of a 10-year-old population,
9 out of 55 children (14.5%) presented such vocal
features. In our series, 93 out of 310 children (30%)
were excluded for breathiness and/or roughness,
a rate close to that found by Campisi et al (26%).19

In the present study, mean Fo decreased between
6 and 12 years, as also found by Bennett and
Glaze.1,2,17 The reported values are significantly
different from those of Woisard et al22 and
Kent,23 who used other means of recording. Jitter
did not significantly differ with age or gender
(this index is usually calculated for pathological
voices, but some authors have used it for studying
normal voices,24 which is why we tested it). Shim-
mer did not significantly differ between age-groups
in our study, in contrast to the findings of Glaze
et al.2

The high discriminatory power of the LE may be
an advantage in quantifying physiological phenom-
ena; the LLE, which is more reliable, was used in
the present study. For the same reason, calculating
LLE for normal voices is of greater interest in
groups than in individuals. As described above,
LLE enables instability, and not only chaos, to be
assessed, and explores the stability of the whole
signal, whereas jitter4 explores only the Fo. LLE
has been often used for clinical voice applications:
Jiang et al used LLE to show that a chaotic mech-
anism of above-range phonation was suggested in
a symmetric vocal-fold model.25 Other authors
used it in laryngeal paralysis6 or dysphonia,4,7

whatever the etiology. It has, however, never been
used for exploring physiological modifications of
the voice. In the case of the larynx, vocal changes
are the consequence of anatomical, histological,
and neurological modifications.

In the present study, LLE seemed to decrease
with age. This can be explained by several factors
and leads to a general concept: the main issue in
the pediatric larynx is evolution. The topographic
and intrinsic anatomy as well as the histology of
the pediatric larynx are not fixed. As shown by Eck-
el et al,9 the subglottic airway rapidly increases dur-
ing the first 2 years and then follows a linear mode.
During the same period, Fo decreases from 450 to
300 Hz, while membranous vocal fold increases
by 1 mm (30%).26 A growth spurt begins with pu-
berty, at about 12 years for girls and 13 years for
boys. Histologically, it is well known that collagen
distribution in the vocal folds varies with age:21

there are great differences in the distribution of im-
mature elastic fibers in the vocal-fold structures.11

Very great variations in collagen fiber type occur
during the period between 6 years and mutation,12

corresponding to the ‘‘premutation’’ identified by
Hacki and Heitmuller.27 These histological changes
are correlated with LLE changes in Figure 3A and
B. It appears that the quantity of type I fibers de-
creases with age in the posterior and mobile inser-
tion of the vocal folds, as does LLE. The same
evolution is seen for type III fibers in the thyroid
cartilage, the anterior and nonmobile insertion of
the vocal folds. To our knowledge, no such correla-
tion has been noted in the literature. Increasing neu-
rological control and feedback with age may be
another important factor in voice signal stabiliza-
tion. The development of laryngeal function (ap-
prenticeship) improves coordination and decreases
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the degrees of freedom, according to Bernstein’s
theory.28

CONCLUSION

A database of objective parameters of a strictly
pediatric population has been built. It further seems
that LLE can be useful for assessing physiological
modifications of the voice, and not only in patho-
logical cases. Special attention has to be given to
parameterization (notably, to embedding space
and delay), which requires great care for reliable
results to be obtained.
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